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energy, thick skin, organizational skills, and much, much 
more (Darling-Hammond, 2010). 
The science in our field offers many potential solutions to 
the complex problems we face. Research in our field is as 
close as we can come to a conclusion of fact.  And, we argue, 
research should always be a basis for reform. 
We sincerely hope that this article will serve as a think 
piece or conversation starter for how we as educators can 
respond to the many reforms we face. Writing it was not 
easy, and we are well aware that some of what we included 
might not be well received. We do not have a strong desire 
to be personally “right” or to win a debate about this topic, 
but we do have a desire to move our field forward—this 
field that we dearly love—to build it up and gain back 
some of the autonomy that has been lost. We look forward 
to your comments, questions, and criticisms. 
The authors wish to thank Dr. Cynthia Mader for her 
tremendous assistance on this article. Once again, her clear 
thinking has made our work better.
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LEttER FROm thE EDItOR
Intense Interest Around Reform
I hope you become active in the educational reform debate 
after reading this issue.  Educational reform has been in 
the front of my thoughts due to the fast paced activity 
in legislatures across the United States.  Keeping track 
of proposed changes is very difficult with the number of 
sweeping bills being proposed.  Our public school system 
is changing and it is our duty to stay informed.  I hope 
this issue contributes to your knowledge and interest in 
education reform.
An article that I would highly recommend, for much 
needed perspective, was written by Jack Jennings entitled 
“Reflections on a Half-Century of School Reform: Why 
Have We Fallen Short and Where Do We Go From Here?” 
This must read article is available for free from the Center 
on Education Policy at http://www.cep-dc.org/display-
Document.cfm?DocumentID=392.
Interest in this issue has been high after the topic focus was 
announced.  The contributors to this issue have given their 
best work to Colleagues and to you.  Thank you as always 
to the volunteers that make Colleagues an award-winning 
publication.
Clayton Pelon 
Editor-in-Chief
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“Free innovative classroom-
ready media available to 
every teacher and student.”
Combining dynamic and 
engaging instructional content 
with professional development 
support, PBS LearningMedia 
empowers educators to create 
media-rich curriculum lessons 
that meet the needs of 21st 
century learners. Over 14,000 
resources for grades K-16.
wgvu.pbslearningmedia.org
To learn more about all of WGVU’s Educational Programs, 
vist wgvu.org/engage and click on the EDUCATION button.
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